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Incident Response Platform 

Release Notes v29.4 
Release Date: April 2018 

 

Based on a knowledge base of incident response best practices, industry standard frameworks, 
and regulatory requirements, the Resilient Incident Response Platform helps make incident 
response efficient and compliant.  

FEATURES AND ENHANCEMENTS  

The V29.4 release of the Resilient Incident Response Platform introduces the following new 
features and enhancements. All changes and bug fixes from the previous V29.3 release are 
included. 

 Security Updates. For customers on the Red Hat Enterprise Linux version of the 
Resilient platform, this release includes all pertinent security updates to the underlying 
platform that have been released since the previous release of the Resilient platform. 
These security updates are provided in a .run file in the same folder as the 29.4 update.  
Instructions for installing them are included in the release announcement email. These 
updates are cumulative and include all relevant packages whether you upgrade from 
29.0, 29.1, 29.2 or 29.3.  

 Privacy regulation updates. Privacy regulations were updated to reflect changes to 
regulations in Delaware and Japan. 

 Sort order for incident notes. It is now possible to choose whether incident notes are 
displayed chronologically with newest notes first or oldest. 
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CORRECTED ISSUES 
The following table lists both the new and old codes, as appropriate, for issues. 

 
Tracking 

Code 

Issue 

RES-7821 It is not possible to reorder the checkbox column in the List Incidents page.  The 
checkbox column is always first. 

RES-6086 

DE3642 

Install can fail if Tomcat fails to install properly. 

RES-8246 Unable to delete or edit Source of Data field values if referenced by incident. 

RES-8031 Unable to delete Resolution field value if referenced by incident. 

RES-8289 Unable to import configs if incident has Source of Data values. 

RES-8032 Unable to save Resolution field if value referenced by incident is disabled. 

RES-7837 SAML user is not able to open an incident by navigating directly to a saved URL. 

RES-7814 Unable to reassign incident if incident contains member that is no longer part of the 
organization. 

RES-7894 Conditional tab visibility is not updated immediately after menu action changes. 

RES-7829 Cannot update existing incident filters. 

RES-8247 Conflict error when updating the Text Area field with rich text. 

RES-8315 The postrm script does not specify full path to Python causing the wrong Python to be 
used under some circumstances. 

 
 
 
 

 


